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[1] Topographic measurements for detailed studies of processes such as erosion or mass
movement are usually acquired by expensive laser scanners or rigorous photogrammetry.
Here, we test and use an alternative technique based on freely available computer vision
software which allows general geoscientists to easily create accurate 3D models from field
photographs taken with a consumer-grade camera. The approach integrates structure-frommotion (SfM) and multiview-stereo (MVS) algorithms and, in contrast to traditional
photogrammetry techniques, it requires little expertise and few control measurements, and
processing is automated. To assess the precision of the results, we compare SfM-MVS
models spanning spatial scales of centimeters (a hand sample) to kilometers (the summit
craters of Piton de la Fournaise volcano) with data acquired from laser scanning and formal
close-range photogrammetry. The relative precision ratio achieved by SfM-MVS
(measurement precision: observation distance) is limited by the straightforward camera
calibration model used in the software, but generally exceeds 1:1000 (i.e., centimeter-level
precision over measurement distances of 10 s of meters). We apply SfM-MVS at an
intermediate scale, to determine erosion rates along a 50-m-long coastal cliff. Seven
surveys carried out over a year indicate an average retreat rate of 0.70  0.05 m a1.
Sequential erosion maps (at 0.05 m grid resolution) highlight the spatiotemporal
variability in the retreat, with semivariogram analysis indicating a correlation between
volume loss and length scale. Compared with a laser scanner survey of the same site,
SfM-MVS produced comparable data and reduced data collection time by 80%.
Citation: James, M. R., and S. Robson (2012), Straightforward reconstruction of 3D surfaces and topography with a camera:
Accuracy and geoscience application, J. Geophys. Res., 117, F03017, doi:10.1029/2011JF002289.

1. Introduction
[2] Our understanding of many geomorphological processes has been significantly advanced in recent years through
the use of detailed 3D spatial data. Topographic or surface
models now see widespread application across the geosciences, spanning spatial scales from millimeters to multiple
kilometers, and covering applications such as soil erosion and
roughness measurement [e.g., Martin, 1980; Heng et al.,
2010], geohazard assessments [e.g., Baldi et al., 2008;
Schilling et al., 2008] and geomorphological investigations
[e.g., Chandler, 1999; Lane et al., 2000; Grosse et al.,
2012]. Acquiring appropriate data commonly requires
expensive instrumentation and/or significant expertise, but
here we demonstrate an approach that uses only digital photographs taken with a consumer camera and freely available
software. With a few additional measurements for scaling and
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geo-referencing, the technique can deliver data suitable for
many geoscience applications and offers non-experts the
capability to construct 3D models from the straightforward
collection of photographs at field sites. We explore the measurement precisions achievable over spatial scales of centimeters to kilometers, and then use the technique to determine
spatial and temporal erosion rate variability at a coastal cliff
site.
[3] Common topographic data requirements in the geosciences extend over distances 100 s of meters or more, and
have traditionally been met by aerial photogrammetry, augmented nowadays by laser-based (lidar) and space-based radar
and photogrammetric techniques. Airborne lidar is the current
technique of choice whenever detailed topographic data over
such areas are required, and usually delivers meter-scale spatial resolutions with decimetric vertical accuracy. For more
restricted areas, for example, over ranges of 10 s–100 s of
meters, ground-based terrestrial laser scanners (TLS) are being
increasingly used (e.g., for analyses of landslides [Teza et al.,
2007], rockfall [Abellán et al., 2009] and coastal change
[Rosser et al., 2005]). The most modern close-range scanners
offer millimeter accuracies, and decreased size, weight and cost
compared to their predecessors, and very-long-range instruments have proved effective at distances up to 3500–4000 m in
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glacial and volcanic environments [Schwalbe et al., 2008;
James et al., 2009].
[4] Nevertheless, camera-based approaches retain advantages over laser scanning for applications requiring detailed
data from remote, rapidly changing or spatially limited areas,
through their low cost nature and low bulk. Furthermore,
unlike laser scanners, cameras can be easily mounted on
light weight unmanned aerial platforms such as kites [Smith
et al., 2009] and model helicopters [Eisenbeiss et al., 2005;
Niethammer et al., 2010] to obtain near-vertical coverage.
However, adoption of image-based techniques in the geosciences has been restricted by the learning curve involved
and the specialist (usually commercial) software required to
carry out traditional photogrammetry processing. Commonly, image collection, data processing and DEM derivation have used procedures derived directly from aerial
photogrammetric approaches based on stereo-pairs [e.g.,
Chandler et al., 2001, 2002; Bird et al., 2010; Gessesse et al.,
2010]. In such cases, general practical requirements (determined by processing software) are relatively restrictive;
images should be taken nearly parallel and with 60%
overlap, and control points with known coordinates must be
observable in the images. With expertise, some of these
restrictions can be relaxed to provide more flexible image
capture [Chandler, 1999], but deployment and accurate
measurement of control points may be difficult and time
consuming. Stereo-based approaches are also sensitive to
errors in camera calibration and can lack redundancy because
only two images are used simultaneously for DEM generation. Recently, the acquisition of topographic data from
consumer-grade cameras (both from the ground and from the
air) has been facilitated by the application of close-range and
oblique photogrammetry techniques (e.g., for lava flows and
domes [James et al., 2006, 2007; Ryan et al., 2010;
Diefenbach et al., 2012a, 2012b]), but the requirements of
practical expertise and obtaining control points remain.
[5] The technique described here is based on freely available software that combines the computer vision approaches
of ‘structure-from-motion’ (SfM) [Ullman, 1979] and ‘multiview stereo’ (MVS) [Seitz et al., 2006]. SfM algorithms
were originally developed for the automatic generation of 3D
models from unordered image collections [Brown and Lowe,
2005], for example, color reconstructions of iconic buildings
using only images downloaded from the Internet [e.g.,
Snavely et al., 2006, 2008a]. The SfM approach requires
multiple images of a scene taken from different positions and
simultaneously calculates camera parameters and orientations, and a sparse 3D point cloud representing the most
prominent features in the images. The Photosynth web site
(photosynth.net) provides a very accessible interface to an
online SfM service, and can be used to obtain sparse point
clouds. Consequently, use of SfM on its own has been previously explored for micro-DEM generation of bare rock
surfaces [Dowling et al., 2009], investigation of vegetation
structure [Dandois and Ellis, 2010] and geology visualization [Stimpson et al., 2010]. However, without further processing, SfM results are insufficiently detailed and too noisy
for high quality surface reconstructions [Rosnell and
Honkavaara, 2012].
[6] Recently, refined 3D reconstruction software has significantly increased the detail and quality of the resulting
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models by linking SfM output with MVS image matching
algorithms. The MVS process efficiently filters out noisy
data and typically increases the number of reconstructed
points by two or three orders of magnitude. The resulting
point clouds are of sufficient quality to generate DEMs, but
do not have any scale or geospatial information. Consequently, control measurements are needed to geo-reference
the models. Nevertheless, such measurements are not used
within the model development process and their requirements are thus significantly less onerous than for formal
photogrammetric techniques. The use of such a combined
SfM-MVS approach is already being explored within disciplines such as archeology [Verhoeven, 2011] and
palaeontology [Falkingham, 2012], and useful results have
been demonstrated with images from UAVs and light aircraft for mudslide [Niethammer et al., 2010, 2011] and
glacial [Welty et al., 2010] analyses, and from ground-based
images for assessing gully erosion [Castillo et al., 2012] and
lava flow processes [James et al., 2012].
[7] As a specific demonstration of the advantages of SfMMVS, we illustrate its use for assessing the retreat of a coastal
cliff. Cliff erosion processes have been studied recently using
airborne and ground-based lidar, and photogrammetry [Young
et al., 2009; Lim et al., 2010; Young et al., 2011], where the
high density of the measurements produced enables sophisticated geostatistical [Harley et al., 2011] and geotechnical
[Quinn et al., 2010] analyses. By enabling automated reconstructions to be carried out with minimal control measurements, SfM-MVS offers the potential for significantly
reducing the expertise and time required for generating such
DEMs or surface models. However, few metrics are provided
to quantify the quality of the results and previous work has not
assessed the general error processes involved in any detail.
Consequently, prior to using SfM-MVS to assess cliff retreat,
we use case studies over a range of scales and scenarios
(a volcanic bomb hand sample 10 cm across, and a 1 
1.5 km area covering the summit craters of Piton de la Fournaise volcano) to identify and quantify the inherent limitations
of the SfM-MVS technique for geoscience studies. We provide a software tool for scaling and geo-referencing the results
and compare the accuracy using data from benchmark techniques (laser scanning and formal close-range photogrammetry). We then assess and validate SfM-MVS performance at a
50-m-long coastal cliff site and use seven surveys collected
over a year to determine erosion rates and characteristics.

2. Methodology and Software
[8] Throughout this work we use digital SLR cameras and
fixed focal length lenses because of their high image quality.
Relatively wide-angle lenses (e.g., equivalent to 35 mm on a
traditional SLR camera) are best for 3D geometry reconstruction. Significantly longer lenses, for example those with
focal lengths of order three or more times the diagonal distance across the sensor, are increasing difficult to produce
accurate results from (for the APS format sensors typical in
consumer digital SLRs, this equates to focal lengths
>90 mm). Fisheye lenses should also be avoided because
they can only be represented accurately by specialist camera
models. A camera model (or ‘camera calibration model’)
describes the internal optical geometry that determines how
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the image is formed in the camera. Usually, camera models
contain several parameters to describe lens distortion, but
fisheye lenses involve more complex distortion patterns that
are poorly represented by standard models. Compact cameras and camera phones could also be used, but they may not
achieve the precisions given here [e.g., Goesele et al., 2007].
[9] One of the main advantages of SfM-MVS over traditional photogrammetry is that a wide range of images can be
automatically processed. Nevertheless, consideration of a
few principles during image collection can help minimize
the acquisition of photographs that may be rejected during
analysis. Fundamentally, SfM-MVS reconstruction works
by matching image texture in different photographs, and
determines 3D geometry under the assumption that the scene
is static. Consequently, areas showing little texture in the
images (e.g., featureless areas such as a flat sandy beach,
blanket snow cover or areas obscured by strong shadow)
will not be reconstructed. To avoid strong shadows, illumination conditions are ideally diffuse, such as during bright
but overcast days. Factors that cause the surface to vary its
appearance from different directions (such as using a camera
flash or imaging reflections or glints from wet surfaces)
should be minimized. Depending on the scale of the imagery, vegetation can fall in this category, for example, results
will be poor or sparse in areas where multiple overlapping
stems or moving leaves can be resolved [Castillo et al.,
2012]. Although SfM-MVS algorithms are tolerant to images taken at different scales, extreme variations caused by
large zooms or by photos taken at significantly different
distances to the surface (which effectively changes the image
texture representing the surface) can cause images to be
rejected.
[10] For 3D reconstruction, SfM-MVS analysis requires
images of the area of interest to be acquired from different
positions and the algorithms are designed to work with convergent imagery, i.e., camera orientations are not parallel, but
rather converge on the scene. With digital photographs easy
to acquire and the processing automatic, the procedure
adopted is to collect more images than necessary to reduce
the chance of accidentally omitting areas. Consequently, we
aim for relatively short distances between photo positions
(for example, 2–3 m when imaging over 20 m) and photos
at angular intervals of 10–20 , over as wide a range of angles
as possible. Good results can be achieved from image sets of
10 s to 100 s of images (see the case study figures for
examples of appropriate camera positions). The actual number required will vary with the size and complexity of the
project but any specific region to be reconstructed must be
observable in a minimum of three images.
[11] For scaling and geo-referencing the resulting point
clouds, control points should be located toward the edge or
outside of the area of interest, so that coordinate transformations are not being extrapolated outside the volume
encompassed by the control. Although a minimum of three
control points are needed to enable geo-referencing, more
control provides a more robust solution which is less sensitive to error on any one point. In the field, control point
coordinates can be acquired using GPS or a total station
survey at most sites. However, if scale alone is required, then
only distances between features are needed, which can be
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obtained, for example, with a tape measure. Control distances
measured across the full area to be reconstructed will provide a more accurate scaling than shorter measurements.
2.1. SfM-MVS Software
[12] A number of Internet services and an increasing number
of commercial products now incorporate SfM and MVS
approaches to reconstructions from photographs. Here we use a
freeware implementation (http://blog.neonascent.net/archives/
bundler-photogrammetry-package/ by J. Harle) that combines
the commonly used SfM application ‘Bundler’ [Snavely et al.,
2006, 2008a, 2008b], with the MVS dense matcher
‘PMVS2’(Patch-based MultiView Stereo) [Furukawa and
Ponce, 2007, 2010]. The software requires a 64-bit computer
with an Nvidia graphics card, running a Microsoft Windows
operating system. RAM requirements are driven by the MVS
step and vary with the size and number of the images used, and
the density of the reconstruction. All the reconstructions in
this paper were initially carried out on a Windows 7 laptop
with 6 Gb RAM but, for speed, repeat analyses were carried out
on a 12-Gb-RAM desktop machine. To use the software, the
image files are copied into a folder and two run-scripts are
executed to perform the automatic reconstruction.
2.1.1. Structure-From-Motion
[13] To start the SfM reconstruction process, all images are
processed by an automatic feature-detection-and-description
algorithm called SIFT (Scale Invariant Feature Transform)
[Lowe, 2004]. An image ‘feature’ represents a distinctive
area of image texture that it is likely to be identifiable in other
images. The most prominent features are then matched in
different images within the image set. For 3D geometry
reconstruction, Bundler uses the resulting network of matched
features and, starting with one image pair and incrementally
adding images, determines the camera model parameters
(a focal length and two radial distortion parameters per image)
and the camera orientations (position and direction). Simultaneously, 3D coordinates for the feature points are computed.
The resulting sparse point-cloud (typically only a few tens of
thousands of points) thus represents the 3D coordinates of the
most prominent features within the image set.
2.1.2. Multiview Stereo
[14] The subsequent dense MVS matching process is then
carried out by PMVS2 to provide a detailed 3D model.
PMVS2 generates large numbers of points by working over
a grid of pixels in an image, effectively searching for the best
matches for each grid cell [Furukawa and Ponce, 2007]. The
size of the grid steps can be varied to control the number of
points produced and the time taken; all reconstructions here
were carried out at intermediate densities, effectively downsampling the images by a factor of four or eight. The default
values provided by the software are recommended for most
projects.
[15] PMVS2 is memory intensive because all the images to
be matched are processed simultaneously; memory requirements increase with the size and number of images, and with
greater requested reconstruction densities. RAM availability
provides practical limits on how many images PMVS2 can
match simultaneously. To permit matching with large image
collections, a pre-processing step, CMVS (Clustering Views
for MultiView Stereo) [Furukawa et al., 2010] is integrated
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into the software. The CMVS process uses the camera
orientations and surface points output by Bundler to automatically select and group images, based on scene visibility,
into optimized clusters for sequential PMVS2 processing.
The final point clouds used here are the results of multiple
dense matches with PMVS2 only, and the original sparse
point clouds from the SfM process, which are prone to significantly greater noise, are discarded.
2.2. Scale and Geo-referencing
[16] Scaling and geo-referencing of SfM-MVS models can
be carried out by identifying known features in the point
cloud [e.g., Dowling et al., 2009; Dandois and Ellis, 2010;
James et al., 2012]. However, it can be difficult to accurately
identify small features in point cloud data, and the precision
of any coordinates determined is limited by the local
reconstruction density. We developed a Matlab® software
tool, sfm_georef, to allow feature coordinates to be determined directly from the images. Using the camera models
and orientations defined by the SfM output, observed features in the images can be used to calculate their 3D point
coordinates in the SfM coordinate system. These coordinates
can then be used to derive the transformation required
(usually a scaling, rotation and translation) to convert the
SfM coordinate system to that of the control data. One of the
principal drawbacks for quantitative SfM-MVS use with
Bundler and PMVS2 is that it is difficult for a typical user to
assess the reconstruction quality from the error metrics
provided. For scaling and geo-referencing with sfm_georef,
we attempt to address this by providing the image intersection and control point residual results that are familiar in
traditional aerial photogrammetry software.
[17] For cases in which models require only an appropriate scale (e.g., hand samples, for which absolute georeferencing is not relevant), projects can be scaled by
identifying one or more known distances. If more than one
distance is used, an optimum scaling factor that minimizes
the least squares error of the distance measurements is
determined. If geo-referencing is required, three or more
points with known coordinates must be identified. If more
than three points are identified, then a least squares best fit to
the reference points is determined. Sfm_georef allows
determination of the transform and subsequent conversion of
PMVS2 output files.
2.3. Sources of Reconstruction Error
[18] In SfM-MVS computer vision research, the focus is on
producing realistic and appealing 3D reconstructions from as
wide a range of unconstrained imagery as possible, and
results are not subject to the rigorous investigations of metric
precision that are standard within the photogrammetric
community. Consequently, quantitative applications of the
approach need to be validated. Error metrics for the scaling
and geo-referencing step are provided by sfm_georef, but
internally the accuracy of SfM-MVS reconstructions may be
limited by three main factors:
[19] 1. The SIFT algorithm used in the SfM step has proved
powerful for matching disparate imagery but can produce
relatively poor feature-position precision [Remondino, 2006;
Barazzetti et al., 2010b]. This has the potential to degrade
the accuracy of the recovered camera models and their
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orientations, and hence to influence overall reconstruction
accuracies.
[20] 2. The straightforward camera calibration model used
by Bundler should reproduce most of the distortion in many
consumer cameras, but the calibration model is not as
refined as those used in established photogrammetric models
[e.g., Luhmann et al., 2006]. Issues arising from the limited
camera model are likely to be most evident in areas toward
the image edges, where distortion effects are greatest.
[21] 3. For many scientific applications, images are typically acquired using one camera with a fixed lens, which
requires only one camera model to be optimized. However,
Bundler does not offer this specific constraint under general
use. Instead, each image is considered to have been obtained
by a camera that is independent of all others, and therefore
multiple camera models must be computed. Although this
approach is understandable given the original aims of SfM
research, it could be an additional source of error if only one
camera (with fixed internal geometry) has been used for all
images in a reconstruction. Independent camera models can
be a particular issue in linear sequences of images, where the
incremental image assimilation approach used by Bundler
can lead to drift of the estimated camera parameters along
the image sequence, resulting in distorted reconstructions
[Barazzetti et al., 2010a].
[22] These factors result in reconstruction accuracies for
SfM-MVS approaches that are generally much less than
those delivered by standard photogrammetric techniques
[Goesele et al., 2007]. We use the case studies below to not
only characterize the overall precision of the reconstructions,
but also to determine how these internal limitations influence
the results. We focus our analysis on comparisons of the 3D
surface results. For technical data on the recovered camera
parameters we refer the interested reader to the auxiliary
material.1

3. Hand-Sample-Scale Case Study:
Volcanic Bomb
[23] To analyze SfM-MVS use at decimeter scales, a
volcanic bread-crust bomb sample from Soufriere Hills
volcano, Montserrat (Figure 1) was reconstructed. The sample was selected because its complex ‘bread-crust’ surface
provides a good test of the detail achievable in a laboratoryscale reconstruction. A successful model allows quantification of bread-crust morphology as well as overall sample
shape.
3.1. Data Acquisition and Processing
[24] Two hundred and ten images (4272  2848 pixels)
were taken with an EOS 450D camera and 50 mm fixed focal
length lens, in a bright, naturally lit, indoor area. For convenience, the sample was placed on a turntable and rotated. At
the sample, the lighting was diffuse, which ensured that
textural differences in the images were not due to sharp
shadows that varied with rotation. At imaging distances of
0.7 m, the depth of field could not fully encompass the
sample, so the lens was set to autofocus to maintain optimal
image quality throughout the image set. Most images were
1
Auxiliary materials are available in the HTML. doi:10.1029/
2011JF002289.
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Figure 1. Geological hand sample case study. (a) Example images used for the SfM-MVS reconstruction
of the volcanic bomb sample, with insets (top, 60  60 pixels) showing local image detail on the sample
surface and (bottom, 20  20 pixels) one of the marker dots used for scaling. (b) The camera positions
(shown as cones) calculated by the SfM algorithm in the reconstruction coordinate system, encircling the
sample. (c) Comparative views of the 3d models derived from the Arius scanner (top) and the SfM-MVS
approach (bottom). Note that absolute colors/shadings should not be compared; no attempt has been made
to ensure faithful color reproduction in either model. (d) Overlain cross sections through both models,
represented by any points that fall within a distance of 0.1 mm of the planes shown in Figure 1c. The quality
of the SfM-MVS reconstruction can be seen by the good agreement to the data from the scanner. In the center of both cross sections, a plot of radial difference between the models is given (calculated as the average
radius taken over a 1 arc for the SfM-MVS model, minus that of the scanner model), with the dashed circle
representing zero difference. Note that the differences are plotted at a scale approximately an order of magnitude greater than that of the cross sections themselves (the difference scale is labeled in the lower panel
only). Enlargements of two areas (15 mm long) from the y = 0 section are shown in the insets.
taken with the camera on a tripod (at various heights) but a
few near-vertical images were taken by hand. In order to fully
cover the sample, 124 images were taken with the sample one
way up, then the sample was inverted on the turntable and
another 86 images acquired. For this approach to be successful, the sample had to provide the dominant texture in all
the images so that the SfM algorithm would consider the
sample to be stationary (and the camera moving) and thus
register all images within a common sample-centric coordinate system. Consequently, the turntable had a plain surface
and was placed against a black background (Figure 1a). Black
dots (Figure 1a, lower inset) were printed on the turntable
surface to enable scale distances to be measured. Although
scale could be determined from one distance measurement
alone, multiple different measurements allowed scale errors to
be reduced. Following image capture, 6 distances (between 99
and 215 mm long) were measured between 4 dot markers
using a steel rule (to an estimated precision of 500 mm each),
and a best fit scale calculated.
[25] The full 3D shape of the sample was also measured
with a state-of-the-art laboratory-based Arius3D laser scanning system, at an effective point spacing of 100 mm, and

positional accuracy of 25 mm. The scaled SfM-MVS model
was compared with the benchmark scanner model by
mutually aligning them using an iterative closest-point
technique for point cloud alignment in Arius3D PointStream
software.
3.2. Reconstruction Results and Comparisons
[26] All 210 images acquired were successfully processed by the SfM algorithm (Figure 1b) and scaling produced an RMS error of 110 mm over the scale distances.
Of these 210 images, the CMVS process automatically
selected 92 (grouped into 5 clusters) for dense matching
and production of the final model (Figure 1c). Orthogonal
cross sections through the SfM-MVS and scanner models
(Figures 1c and 1d) show that the majority of the SfMMVS data provides a good fit to the scanner data; the largest
differences represent areas of steep faces where small lateral
differences, or missing data, produce large apparent offsets
(Figure 1d, upper inset). Despite this, the differences between
radial distances for the model sections (averaged over 1
increments, Figure 1d) have means of 69 and 110 mm for the
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Figure 2. Hillside-scale case study. (a) Example images (taken from a micro-light aircraft) used for the
SfM-MVS reconstruction of the summit craters of Piton de la Fournaise volcano. Figure 2a (top) shows
the largest crater (Dolomieu, 1 km across), which is shown adjoined to the Bory crater (400 m across
its longest axis) in Figure 2a (middle). Figure 2a (bottom) shows both craters and the Dolomieu summit
region, sitting within the 8-km wide Enclos Fouqué caldera, whose wall can be seen in the background.
Insets on the left hand side give 60  60 pixel enlargements of example image textures, and insets on
the right (20  20 pixels) show control targets. (b) The sparse SfM point cloud reconstructed in the summit region is shown with the determined camera positions given by the cones. (c) The full SfM-MVS point
cloud for the summit region is given, with (d) the associated shaded relief DEM. Control target locations
are shown by triangles and coordinates are given in the local Gauss-Laborde projection, with units of
meters. Outlined targets indicate those used to assess geo-referencing errors if only five control points
are used, either in the center of the crater (circles) or on one rim (squares); see text for details.
x- and y-sections respectively, with associated RMS values of
311 and 298 mm.

4. Hill-Scale Case Study: Summit Craters of Piton
de la Fournaise
[27] To consider a contrasting scale and scenario from
those of the hand-sample, we use an image sequence taken of
the kilometer-wide summit region of Piton de la Fournaise
volcano in 2003 (Figure 2a). In order to test a reconstruction
algorithm being developed at that time [Cecchi et al., 2002,
2003], 45 ground control points (GCPs) constructed of white
sheets were deployed (those nearest the summit region are
shown in Figure 2d and insets in Figure 2a) and their positions recorded by dGPS to an estimated precision of 0.1 m
(B. Van Wyk de Vries, personal communication, 2011).
4.1. Data Acquisition and Processing
[28] One hundred and thirty three images (3072  2048
pixels) were acquired from a micro-light aircraft hired for
tourist over-flights on two different days, using a Canon EOS
D60 camera with fixed 20 mm focal length lens. In contrast to

the sample-scale study the lens focus ring was fixed for stability, so that a single camera model should be appropriate for
all images. This constraint allowed further analyses to be carried out to assess the limitations of Bundler’s camera model
and to determine the effects of using independent models for
each image. Thus, two additional reconstructions were carried
out: first, a single Bundler-style camera model (which has only
two radial distortion coefficients) was used for all images;
second, a single, but more sophisticated camera model was
used, in which the parameter set was extended to include the
additional distortion terms often used in conventional photogrammetry (principal point offsets, a third radial term, two
tangential terms, orthogonality and affinity).
[29] The additional models were calculated by importing
the SfM results into the close-range photogrammetry software VMS (Vision Measurement Software, http://www.
geomsoft.com, Robson and Shortis) for reprocessing. In
VMS, after selecting the appropriate camera model, a bundle
adjustment was carried out, which simultaneously optimizes
the camera model and camera orientations, as well as the 3D
point coordinates. The two sets of reprocessed SfM results
were then returned to PMVS2 for dense matching. All three
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Table 1. Summary of the Case Study Reconstructions
Coastal Cliff a

Geological Sample
Technique/Instrument
Sample/site size (m)
Measurement distance (m)
Equipment cost (magnitude, USD)
Time for data capture
[Number of images]
Number of images used in MVS dense
matching [Number of clusters]
Approximate time for data processing (hrs.)
Point cloud size (106 points)
Point cloud density (approximate
number of points)

SfMMVS

Riegl
LMS-Z210ii

0.7
102–103
20 min. [210]

20–30
104–105
1 h.

Arius3d Scanner
0.1

0.1
105
4 h.

92 [5]
1b
8.7
100

12c
3.7
40

per mm2

SfMMVS
50

20
102–103
10 min. [133]
143 [7]

1b
10c
0.44
7.6
19
360
per 0.1  0.1 m2

Volcanic Craters
Close-Range
Photogram.

SfMMVS

1600
1000
102–103
2  30 min. overflights [66, 67]
89 [7]
10b
2.2d
1

per m2

14c
3.7d
2

a

Specific details are taken from the 12 February 2011 survey.
Requires significant/continuous manual intervention.
c
Requires minimal manual intervention.
d
In summit region only.
b

SfM-based models were independently geo-referenced using
the GCP data.
[30] Owing to volcanic activity there are no accurate preexisting topographic data of the summit area. However,
the large numbers of GCPs allowed a reference surface to

be derived from close-range photogrammetry using VMS
and the dense stereo matcher ‘Gotcha’ (Gruen-Otto-Chau)
[Gruen, 1985; Day and Muller, 1989; Otto and Chau, 1989].
As a stereo algorithm, Gotcha can only match two images at
a time, and does so by attempting to find points in a second

Figure 3. Point cloud differences between the SfM-MVS results and those from close range photogrammetry. Horizontal point densities are shown for the (a) photogrammetry and (b) SfM-MVS models. White
areas represent no data; note the logarithmic color scale. The dashed white line in Figure 3a represents the
position of the cross section given in Figure 3c. (c) The main section has 2  vertical exaggeration and is
represented by all points within 0.25 m of northing 37200 m. The two inset panels are shown with no vertical exaggeration and display a systematic elevation difference between the models at the extreme west of
the section, and no systematic offset, but up to 3 m of vertical noise in the central part of the section.
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Figure 4. Vertical differences between the summit DEMs
determined for the hill-scale case study. Differences are
between the close range photogrammetry and the SfMMVS reconstructions with (a) no additional processing,
(b) reprocessed for a single camera model for all images
and (c) reprocessed with one extended camera model for
all images. In Figure 4a the boxes show the two analysis
regions (100  100 m) selected (see text for details).

image that correspond to a defined grid of pixel locations in
a primary image. To enable multi-image matching, suitable
images were manually grouped into 14 image sets, with each
set comprising one primary image and a suite of others.
Gotcha was run repeatedly within each image set to match
all images to the primary image and the results were then
merged to produce a multiview match for each group.
[31] Initial camera orientations were estimated in VMS by
identifying the control points in all the images. The orientations were then refined by importing a subset (7000) of
the matches and carrying out a bundle adjustment, before a
dense 3D point cloud was derived from the full set of
merged matches. For direct comparisons, all point clouds
(photogrammetry and SfM-MVS-derived) were interpolated
into 2-m interval DEMs, using Surfer® software.
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4.2. Reconstruction Results and Comparisons
[32] The SfM process successfully incorporated all images
(Figure 2b), with MVS matching resulting in a dense point
cloud of 2.2  106 points in the summit region (Figure 2c
and Table 1). Using all the control points to scale and georeferencing the model for DEM generation (Figure 2d)
resulted in an RMS misfit to the control of 0.99 m.
[33] In comparison with the point cloud produced by the
close-range photogrammetry approach, the SfM-MVS
results were denser (more points per m2), but less evenly
distributed (Figures 3a and 3b), particularly on the summit
flanks. This is probably due to areas of low image texture in
which the PMVS2 matcher did not reconstruct surface
points, but where the Gotcha matcher (which implements a
different style of algorithm) could successfully bridge from
surrounding areas of greater texture. The overall density of
both point clouds could have been increased by using different match parameters, but this was not necessary in order
to get 1 measurement per m2 over most of the summit area.
A cross section through all point clouds (Figure 3c) illustrates the differences prior to DEM creation. The enlarged
excerpts demonstrate that there is a systematic difference
between reconstructions at the west end of the section, but
no systematic difference is seen in the central crater area.
[34] The differences between the reconstructions are
more clearly visible when comparing the derived DEMs
(Figure 4). The vertical differences between the VMSGotcha and the SfM-MVS DEMs show general agreement at
the meter-level within the craters (an overall RMS difference
of 1.0 m for the entire area shown in Figure 4a), but areas of
systematic differences of around 2 m to the west and northeast. Within the two boxed regions (Figure 4a), the mean
differences were 0.15 and 0.10 m for the west and east
regions respectively, with associated RMS values of 0.41 and
0.56 m. Reprocessing the Bundler output for just one camera
model results in reducing the error in the west (Figure 4b),
but increases error in the region of the north wall of the main
crater. Increasing the number of camera parameters reduces
overall error; RMS error on the control decreases to 0.26 m,
and RMS difference across the entire DEM is 0.87 m.
However, these improvements are dominantly to the margins
of the reconstruction and the mean and RMS difference
values for the boxed areas (Figure 4a) remain between
0.1–0.2 m and 0.4–0.6 m respectively.
[35] The large number of control points used in the georeferencing allows the internal consistency of the SfM-MVS
model to be assessed. However, deploying this many GCPs
is time consuming and may be unrealistic in many situations.
To assess the sensitivity of the geo-referencing to a more
restricted deployment of control points, the effect of deriving
the coordinate transformation from only a subset of the
GCPs can be considered. For example, selecting only five
central GCPs (given by the circled control points in
Figure 2d) gives an RMS error to control of 0.11 m and an
RMS error to all the unused GCPs of 1.38 m. If five GCPs
are selected away from the center, such as those outlined by
squares in Figure 2d, then geo-referencing error is extrapolated across the reconstruction (up to distances of 1600 m)
and RMS error to the unused GCPs increases to 2.09 m. In
both of these cases, the calculated scale factor is within
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Figure 5. Coastal cliff site, Lancashire, U.K. (a) The location of the site (center of the boxed map is
53.993 N, 2.880 W), with the area reconstructed denoted by the thick line labeled Sunderland Point.
(b) Example images used in the SfM-MVS reconstruction of the cliff for 12 February 2011 are given
and (c) their approximate areas of coverage indicated in the perspective view of the 3D model.
In Figures 5b and 5c the boxes indicate 1 m2 regions selected for individual analysis (e.g., see
Figure 8). The insets in Figure 5b show the local image detail on the cliff (the 60  60 pixel enlargement
in the left plot, taken from the center of the boxed area, which is 220 pixels across) and one of the fence
posts used for geo-referencing (the 60  120 pixel enlargement in the right plot). In Figure 5c the model has
been cropped to the data used in the comparisons; additional areas reconstructed, but of no interest here
(such as many of the cobbles seen on the shorefront in Figure 5b), have been removed. Small gaps in the
model indicate regions that have not been reconstructed due to occlusions in the photographs. The inset
shows some of the model detail, in a more orthogonal view.
0.1% of that determined when all GCPs are used for
geo-referencing.

5. Coastal Erosion at Outcrop-Scale:
Coastal Cliff Section
[36] We applied the SfM-MVS method to study erosion at
an outcrop scale, over a 3-m-high by 50-m-long section of
coastal cliff located at Sunderland Point, Morecambe Bay,
U.K. (Figure 5). The cliff is composed of unconsolidated,
poorly sorted glacial tills and is undergoing retreat through
intermittent slumping and collapse. Seven SfM-MVS
surveys were carried out between 12 February 2011 and
3 March 2012 to estimate erosion rate. At the time of the first
survey the cliff had several undercut regions (Figure 6) and a
volume of previously slumped material at the foot of the cliff
(Figures 5b and 5c). Although the cliff face provides reasonable image texture for feature extraction and matching
(Figure 5b, inset), the long and thin geometry of the site is
not optimal for SfM-MVS reconstruction because images
can be taken in a linear sequence only, rather than in 360
loops as for the previous examples (Figures 1b and 2b).
Consequently, before using the SfM-MVS models to determine erosion rates, we validate the first survey (12 February
2011) using TLS data collected at the same time. In particular, we analyzed the SfM-MVS data for any model distortion that may reflect drift of estimated camera parameters
along the photograph sequence.

5.1. Data Acquisition and Processing
[37] Data for all SfM-MVS surveys were collected in a
similar manner, using a Canon EOS 450D camera with a
28 mm fixed focal length lens. Setting the aperture to f/11
provided a depth of field of between 2 m and infinity,
allowing the internal camera geometry to be fixed throughout all images by selecting manual focus and taping the
focus ring to prevent accidental movement. In the first survey, a total of 133 images (Figures 5b and 6a) were acquired.
For comparison with the TLS data, two additional models
were also produced (as for the hillslope scale example) using
VMS to reprocess SfM results prior to the dense matching.
One reconstruction restricted the camera models to only one
Bundler-style model and the second used one, extended
camera model.
[38] The comparison data were collected with a Riegl
Z210ii terrestrial laser scanner. The Z210ii has a quoted
range accuracy of 15 mm (under Riegl test conditions), with
a beam divergence of 2.7 mrad (0.15 ). The instrument was
used at minimum distances of 20–30 m from the cliff, and at
angular increments of 0.018 , representing spot diameters
and measurement intervals of 5–8 cm and 6–9 mm respectively. Data from three scanner positions (to cover the full
cliff) were geo-referenced using differential GPS control
points and merged into a single point cloud using an iterative
closest point algorithm within the Riegl software (RiScanPro
v1.5.1b11).
[39] In order to scale and geo-reference the SfM-MVS
reconstructions, eight points were identified that were
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Figure 6. Cross sections through the point cloud data from Sunderland Point, 12 February 2011. (a) Map
view of the SfM-MVS data shown in Figure 5c, with the determined camera positions given by elongate
triangles, the positions used for geo-referencing given by equilateral triangles, the three sites used for TLS
data collection shown by black circles and the locations of the cross sections labeled. Coordinate labels are
given in meters, and the data have been transformed to an origin suitable to allow model comparisons in
cylindrical coordinates (see Figure 7). The azimuth range represented in Figure 7, q, indicated by the
dashed gray lines given at the origin. (b) Cross section comparisons between the TLS data (black) and
a SfM-MVS reconstruction that have been scaled and geo-referenced using the positions of eight posts
located in the TLS data. Sections are represented by any data that fall within a horizontal distance of
5 mm of the section plane. Although the sections appear similar in shape, an alignment error of up to
0.1 m is observed in the SfM-MVS model (section A-A′). (c) The same sections are plotted for various
SfM-MVS-based models, where the model alignments to the TLS data have been subsequently optimized
by iterative closest-point adjustment. ‘SfM-MVS’ represents an alignment-adjusted version of the SfMMVS model shown in Figure 6b, a second model (‘single cam.’) is derived by reprocessing this reconstruction to allow only a single camera model to be optimized and the final model (‘ext. cam.’) was
produced by reprocessing with only a single but extended camera model, which incorporates additional
distortion parameters over the standard camera model used by Bundler.
expected to be consistent through all surveys (the tops of
fence and groyne posts on the cliff top and foreshore
respectively, Figures 5b and 6a). Using eight control points
provided redundancy and also enabled any identification
mistakes in the geo-referencing (that showed as large residuals) to be isolated and corrected. Not all control points
were easily accessible for GPS measurement so, for consistency, all point coordinates were determined from the georeferenced TLS point cloud. Using sfm_georef, the same
points were identified in the image sets, their SfM-space
coordinates determined and the transform to the TLS coordinate system calculated and applied. Each SfM-MVS survey was independently geo-referenced using the same eight
control points from the TLS data.
5.2. Reconstruction Results and Comparisons
[40] For the first SfM-MVS model acquired (Figure 5c),
geo-referencing gave an RMS error of 37 mm on the control
points. With the control point locations encompassing the
full length of the cliff (Figure 6a), the reconstruction scale is
relatively well determined. Consequently, if the control used
for geo-referencing is restricted to only the three most dispersed points, the scale changes by only 0.01%, but the
RMS error on the unused points increases to 50 mm. This
wide control distribution can be compared with results from
a more restricted distribution. If the three control points used
are at the west end only (two on the shore and one on the
cliff ), scale changes by 0.17% and the RMS error on the
unused points increases to 181 mm. This magnitude in

difference in scale and RMS highlights the sensitivity of the
geo-referencing when control is focused in only one region.
[41] Although SfM-MVS reconstructions compare well
with the TLS model when all eight control points are used,
differences in cross-sections of up to 0.1 m are observed
(section A-A′, Figure 6b). To examine the extent to which
this could be geo-referencing error, the alignment of the
SfM-MVS model to the TLS model was refined by using an
iterative closest point adjustment in PointStream software.
Following this adjustment (which varies the model orientation only, the scale remains unchanged), the results for the
SfM-MVS model and both VMS-reprocessed SfM-MVS
models overlay the TLS model closely (Figure 6c).
[42] To enable a fuller comparison of data across the cliff
face, the point clouds have been converted to raster-based
surfaces by transforming them into a vertically oriented
cylindrical coordinate system. Radial values are then interpolated over an azimuth-z grid (with angular limits indicated
in Figure 6a) to represent the cliff face on a curved, vertical
grid. The grid intervals used were 0.05 m vertically and
0.085 in azimuth which, at the average radial distance for
the cliff of 32 m, represents a mean horizontal distance
of 0.05 m over the cliff face. Grid values with fewer than
5 data points in the interval were discarded. Comparison of
the TLS and SfM-MVS cylindrically gridded models shows
they differ by less than 20 mm over much of the cliff face
(Figure 7). No significant systematic errors (indicative of
sequential drift of the recovered camera parameters) are
observable in the standard SfM-MVS reconstruction
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Figure 7. Differences between a TLS-derived gridded model of the cliff face and SfM-MVS-derived
models (12 February 2011). Comparisons are determined using a cylindrical coordinate system in which
the vertical z axis passes through the origin shown in Figure 6a, and zero azimuth is grid north. Model differences are represented by variation in radial distance of the grid surfaces, with white areas representing
regions of no data. The TLS model is compared with (a) the SfM-MVS model, following iterative closest
point alignment, (b) SFM output reprocessed to optimize a single Bundler camera model for all images,
and (c) SFM output reprocessed to optimize a single extended camera model. In all cases, alignment to
the TLS data was optimized by iterative closest point adjustment and the values presented are TLS radii
minus SfM-MVS radii, so that negative values represent more seaward positions for SfM-MVS. The
1 m2 boxes in Figure 7a show the locations of regions selected for individual analysis (see also
Figures 5 and 8). (d) Plots of the mean difference (for all heights up the cliff ) with azimuth, for all
comparisons.
(Figure 7a). Furthermore, the reprocessing procedures
showed no significant improvement over the basic SfMMVS workflow (Figures 7b–7d).
[43] For the entire region shown in Figure 7a, the differences between the interpolated SfM-MVS and TLS results
have an RMS error value of 70 mm. For the single camera
and single, extended camera models, the RMS error is 74
and 67 mm respectively. However, the error magnitude is
strongly influenced by spatial differences in data collected at
the top and base of the section, and at the crests of slumps
where vegetation and oblique angles complicate the comparison. This is illustrated by the three 1 m2 boxed areas in
the middle of the cliff (Figure 7a), which have RMS differences of 13, 12 and 95 mm for the left, middle and right area
respectively. The left and middle areas cover bare, near
vertical cliff face (Figures 5b and 5c) whereas the right area
(Figures 5b, 5c, and 8) covers the top of a slump. Where the
point clouds overlap, there is little observable difference
between the TLS and SfM-MVS data (Figure 8c). However,
during the gridding procedure the differences in data density
and spatial coverage result in sizable grid differences near
the edges of partly occluded areas (Figure 8b).

5.3. Erosion Rates
[44] All SfM-MVS surveys of the cliff provided similar
quality data, with RMS error on the control varying between
28 and 55 mm. Cliff evolution over the study period included
multiple collapse events and erosion of the cliff foot
(Figure 9). For an estimate of the error magnitudes involved
when comparing surveys, in line with the RMS errors on the
control points, we consider a potential relative offset of
50 mm between the surfaces. Over the area of the full cliff
face, this represents 7.2 m3. Total volume loss (Figure 9a)
was thus 100.6  7.2 m3, equating to 2.12  0.15 m3 a1 per
meter of cliff or a mean retreat rate of 0.70  0.05 m a1.
[45] Strong seasonal variability is shown with June and
July experiencing negligible change. The most significant
period of loss (18 October–30 November 2011) included the
passage of a European windstorm during which strong
onshore winds coincided with a high tide (25 November,
at 12:00, with a tidal height of 10.19 m measured at Heysham
Port, 6 km to the north, and winds from WSW to NW at
25–28 knots recorded at Hazelrigg weather station, 7 km
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Figure 8. Detailed comparisons of TLS and SfM-MVS
data from the 1 m2 area identified by the right-hand
box in Figure 7a (see also Figures 5b and 5c). (a) Image
excerpt of the area (see Figure 5 for context), showing
regions of bare vertical cliff face at the top and bottom,
and a dark, slumped soil layer that generates a local horizon
in the middle. (b) Corresponding horizontal (radial) differences between the gridded TLS and SfM-MVS data, showing
good agreement in the cliff areas (orthogonal to the camera
view) but differences of up to 0.6 m in the central region,
at the top of the slump. (c) A perspective view of the raw
point cloud data from the area with axis tick marks at 0.5 m
intervals. The SfM-MVS data provide a denser, but less complete point cloud than the TLS data, but where they overlap
no differences that approach 0.6 m can be observed. Consequently, the greatest differences seen in Figure 8b actually
represent artifacts of the gridding procedure resulting from
the differences in the data density and distribution rather than
real differences in determined surface positions.
to the east). During such events, the cliff is subject to direct
wave attack.
[46] The large number of erosion measurements effectively
made during each interval (i.e., 60,000 cells in each azimuth-elevation grid, Figure 9) supports rigorous geostatistical analysis of spatial variability of erosion. Here, we use
semivariogram analysis [Schuenemeyer and Drew, 2011]
that characterizes the degree to which a measurement at one
location is related to measurements at other points a specific
distance (or ‘lag’) apart. At a lag of zero, the semivariance
should be zero; semivariance increases with increasing lag
toward the overall variance value for the data (Figure 10a).
The ‘range’ or correlation length characterizes the lag over
which points are similarly influenced; at long distances the
spatial dependence between data points is lost. For the cliff
erosion data, calculated correlation lengths for each period
show a relationship with the associated measured volume
loss in which larger volumetric losses are linked with longer
correlation lengths (Figure 10).

6. Discussion
[47] The case studies demonstrate that the SfM-MVS
approach can produce surface or topographic data over scales
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and scenarios relevant to a broad range of geoscience applications. The characteristics summarized in Table 1 highlight
the rapid and affordable nature of SfM-MVS data collection
compared to laser-based approaches. Although the computational part of the reconstruction process can be time consuming, the automation of the approach means that the
process runs with minimal human intervention. In part,
reconstruction durations result from the capability of being
able to use unordered image collections; each image is initially tested for matches against all others in the project.
Consequently, appropriately reducing the number of images
and refining match parameters can significantly decrease
reconstruction time, so determining guidelines for such
optimization, particularly in terms of strategies for more
efficient image collection, is a useful area for future work.
[48] To describe reconstruction qualities we use a relative
precision ratio, which compares the precision of the 3D data
obtained to the average viewing distance used (i.e., the mean
camera-to-surface distance). This convenient expression can
be used in planning SfM-MVS projects to ensure that the
required precisions are achieved. General estimates for
expected error magnitudes can be considered in two broad
classes: (1) the quality of the overall project geometry,
scaling and geo-referencing, in which any large-scale distortions show as poor fit to control, or as long-wavelength
systematic error trends in surface comparisons; and (2) the
quality of surface reconstruction on the local scale, where
poor quality results in noisy surfaces.
6.1. Scale, Geo-referencing and Project Geometry
(SfM) Error
[49] The camera models and orientations that define the
overall imaging geometry are calculated by Bundler in the
SfM step. If sufficient control data are available, the quality
of the reconstructed project geometry is indicated by the
residual error about the control. Where geometry has been
accurately determined, the error magnitudes determined
during geo-referencing should approach those of the control
point measurements. If control availability is more restricted,
and particularly, where it is located in a limited region, then
geo-referencing errors can increase across a reconstruction.
[50] For the geological hand sample, only scale was
determined. Six control measurement distances, with an
estimated measurement precision of 0.5 mm over an average
control distance of 165 mm, gave a representative distance
error of 200 mm, or a scale error of 0.1%. In the modeled
surface reconstruction, the RMS error to the control distances was 110 mm. Therefore, the reconstruction of the
control lengths was better than or equal to the error magnitude of the control measurements. For the sample itself, over
mean x- and y- cross-sectional radii of 56 and 50 mm
respectively, corresponding differences between the SfMMVS reconstruction and the laser scanner data were 69 and
110 mm. Thus, the reconstructed cross sections suggest a
scale error of 0.1–0.2%, similar to that determined from
the control length measurements. For an average imaging
distance of 0.7 m, the maximum error value (110 mm) suggests that a relative project scale precision of 1:6400 was
achieved.
[51] In the analysis of the kilometer-scale reconstruction
of the Piton de la Fournaise craters, the RMS error on the
control for the standard SfM-MVS model is 1 m, which
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Figure 9. Erosion rates at Sunderland Point. (a) Cross sections through the raw SfM-MVS data for the different surveys (see Figure 6 for details on cross section extraction). (b) Change between the first and last surveys, expressed as an erosion rate map (negative values indicate seaward movement) derived by differencing
the cylindrical gridded models (azimuth values represent approximately 0.05 m per degree). Values are presented in a histogram in the right hand plot and the arrows indicate the locations of the sections given in
Figure 9a. (c) Sequential erosion maps calculated between surveys on the given dates. Collapse events
are indicated by erosion overlying accretion (e.g., bottom plot, between 187 and 195 azimuth). To aid comparisons, the histograms have been plotted using identical scales and are inset with the total volume lost
during each period.
gives an overall relative precision of 1:1000 at a representative viewing distance of 1000 m. In this case RMS
error magnitude significantly exceeds the expected decimeter-scale control-measurement precision, and is a good
reflection of the accuracy of the reconstructed imaging
geometry. Reprocessing the SfM results using an extended
camera model reduced the RMS error on control to 0.26 m,
much closer to the expected control-measurement precision,
and significantly reduced systematic errors in the DEM
(Figures 4a and 4c). Hence, in this case, the precision-

limiting factor for the overall project imaging geometry is
the standard camera model used by Bundler.
[52] At the coastal scale, RMS error on the control points
after geo-referencing was 28–55 mm. However, with the
control points determined from laser scanner data and, at a
range of 20 m the laser footprint is 50 mm in size,
measurement error in the control data is likely to form a
significant proportion of the overall error magnitude.
Nevertheless, with the control dispersed over a distance of
80 m (Figure 6a), a scale error for the reconstruction is less
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precision ratio of 1:950. The reprocessed surfaces show no
significant improvement. This suggests that the 28 mm lens
used in the coastal study is better fitted by the Bundler camera
model than the 20 mm lens used at the volcanic craters.

Figure 10. (a) Normalized semivariogram (where values
are normalized by the variance) of cliff retreat results
between 18 October and 30 November, 2011 (Figure 9c,
second plot down, 60,289 data points), calculated using
EasyKrig1.0. The dashed line represents the best fit Gaussian model (nugget = 0.0, sill = 0.98 and correlation length
= 1.63 m). (b) A plot of the correlation length determined
for each erosion map against the total volume eroded during
the period. Error bars indicate the volume that would be
represented by uniform offsets of the surfaces by 50 mm.

than 0.07%. Cross sections (Figure 6b) differences of up to
10 cm between the TLS and SfM-MVS data. However, the
lack of significant systematic error following iterative closest
point alignment demonstrates that any distortion along section due to drift in the recovered camera parameters is less
than 20 mm (Figure 4d) and is not resolvable over the
precision of the TLS data. It is possible that the convergent
nature of the imagery in helped minimize the effects of any
errors in the radial parameters of the camera model [Wackrow
and Chandler, 2008, 2011]. Although errors due to the
camera model are present, they are below detectable limits in
this case. The dominant error thus results from the georeferencing and is most likely due to the weak distribution of
control at the western end of the section, where the points are
restricted to the cliff top. Following iterative closest-point
alignment, the overall RMS difference between the grids
(70 mm) is strongly influenced by the spatial coverages and
point densities from the different techniques; 68% of the
SfM-MVS surface is within 21 mm of the TLS surface. Thus,
the 15 mm accuracy of the laser scanner prevents any more
detailed assessment of the precision. Nevertheless, using
21 mm as a reasonable estimate of accuracy, an average
observation distance of 20 m (Figure 6a) gives a relative

6.2. Local Surface Quality (MVS)
[53] The quality of the local surface reconstruction is
determined by performance of the dense matching algorithm
used in the MVS stage of the reconstruction. In general, the
PMVS2 dense matcher provides impressive results, and
detailed manual cleaning of the reconstructed point clouds
was not required. To assess the quality, we consider the
standard deviations between the gridded products of the
reconstructions and the benchmark techniques.
[54] At the hand-sample scale, standard deviations for the
differences between the scanner and SfM-MVS surfaces
were 310 and 298 mm for the x- and y-sections respectively.
The largest differences are due to the different acquisition
and processing characteristics of the techniques in the regions
of steep faces (e.g., see upper inset, Figure 1d). Excluding
such faces, standard deviations are 137 and 149 mm. Using a
representative range of 140–310 mm over the 0.7 m viewing distance, indicates relative precision ratios of 1:2300–
1:5000.
[55] At the outcrop-scale cliff site, areas of low complexity
showed standard deviations of 10 mm compared to the TLS
surface, suggesting a relative precision of 1:2000 for an
imaging distance of 20 m. However, such precision may be
limited by accuracy of the TLS survey. At the hillslope scale,
standard deviations between DEMs for the boxed regions
shown in Figure 6a are 0.55 and 0.38 m. Using a nominal
value of 0.5 m, over a viewing range of 1000 m, gives a
relative precision of 1:2000.
6.3. Comparison With Precisions Achievable
From Traditional Photogrammetry
[56] Using photogrammetry theory, the precisions attained
from SfM-MVS can be compared with those expected from
conventional photogrammetry approaches (Table 2). Closerange photogrammetry principles for convergent imagery
Table 2. Summary of Reconstruction Precisions
Geological
Sample
Object standard
deviations
Relative precision
ratios
RMS error on control
Potential scale error (%)
Local surface standard
deviations
Relative precision ratio
a

Coastal
Cliff a

Theoretical Estimatesb
21–250 mm
1.1–15 mm
1:2800–
34,000

1:1370–
19,000

SfM-MVS Results
36 mmc
110 mmc
0.1–0.2
0.05
133–310 mmd 13–70e mmd
1:2333–
4700d

1:950d,f–
1500d

Volcanic
Craters
0.11–0.93 m
1:1080–9400

1.0 m
0.06
0.56–1.00 m
1:1000–1800

Calculations made from the 12 February 2011 survey.
Derived from equations (1) and (2).
c
Potentially dominated by precision of control measurements.
d
After iterative closest point alignment.
e
Strongly influenced by data spatial distribution and density differences,
rather than position.
f
Based on 68% of the surfaces being within 21 mm of each other.
b
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[e.g., Fraser, 1996] estimate the achievable coordinate precision, s
 c, for individual targets viewed in k images as

qD
s
 c ¼ pﬃﬃﬃ si ;
kd

ð1Þ

where q is a factor that represents the strength of a photo is the mean distance from
grammetric network geometry, D
the camera to a target, si is the precision of image measurements and d is the principal distance of the camera (a measurement similar to focal length; see auxiliary material for a
more detailed description). For the EOS 450D camera used in
the hand-sample and outcrop-scale studies, the nominal pixel
size is 5.2 mm. Thus, using a representative image precision
of 0.5 pixel for SIFT features, gives si ≈ 2.6 mm. For the
EOS D60 used at Piton de la Fournaise (with a pixel size of
7.4 mm), si ≈ 3.7 mm. Using nominal values of k = 3 and q = 1
and mean observation distances of 0.7, 20 and 1000 m for the
hand-sample, outcrop and hillslope scale reconstructions
respectively (Table 1), equation (1) yields theoretical precisions of 21 mm, 1.1 mm, and 0.11 m; an order of magnitude
smaller than the values achieved by the SfM-MVS reconstructions (Table 2).
[57] However, for traditional stereo photogrammetry, and
cases in which objects or target areas are only viewed from a
restricted range of angles, precision is significantly reduced
along the viewing axis. In this case, achievable precision in
this direction, sz, is more appropriately estimated by
sz ¼

2
D
si ;
bd

ð2Þ

where b is the distance between the camera centers (the
stereo base). For the three scenarios here, using representative b values of 0.1, 2.5 and 250 m (Table 1) gives estimated
precisions of 250 mm, 15 mm and 0.74 m for the hand-sample, outcrop and hillslope scales (Table 2). The SfM-MVS
reconstructions of our examples do not achieve the precisions
of conventional convergent photogrammetry, but are in line
with theoretical estimates for stereo photogrammetry.
6.4. Application to Cliff Erosion
[58] For our coastal cliff surveys, use of the SfM-MVS
technique reduced field survey time by 80% compared to
using a TLS (Table 1). It also avoided the transport of bulky
and expensive equipment. A more detailed time and cost
analysis for SfM-MVS use (for the assessment of gully erosion) is given by Castillo et al. [2012]. When compared with
traditional erosion pin measurements [e.g., Wilcock et al.,
1998; Greenwood and Orford, 2008], SfM-MVS can provide data at two or three orders of magnitude greater spatial
density, thus providing more robust estimates of surface
change, volume loss, and spatial variability. The greatest
source of uncertainty in our erosion measurements is from
the global geo-referencing of the models prior to comparison.
Nevertheless, if required, this could be refined through an
iterative closest-point adjustment (as done for the comparison to the TLS data), which would be carried out over areas
of no change identified in the images.
[59] The utility of semivariogram analysis for understanding
spatial and temporal variability of coastal erosion has been
previously demonstrated through shoreline analyses [Phillips,
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1986; Harley et al., 2011], and the SfM-MVS data permit a
similar approach for 3D surfaces. In the preliminary analyses
presented here we use omni-directional semivariograms in
which, for any specific lag, aggregate data in all directions. The
relationship shown between volume loss and correlation length
could reflect variability in slump sizes. It could also reflect the
importance of distributed wave erosion at the toe of the cliff
compared to smaller discrete and dispersed slumping activity.
Consequently, because both gravity and wave action are
expected to present strongly directional semivariance components, a more detailed analysis could consider directional
semivariograms, in which the directional components are
exposed.

7. Conclusions
[60] We describe and use a computer-vision-based technique (a combined structure-from-motion and multiview stereo approach, SfM-MVS) to reconstruct detailed 3D models or
DEMs from photographs, much like the concept of traditional
photogrammetry. However, unlike traditional photogrammetry, SfM-MVS software is freely available, little expertise is
required to use it, image processing and camera calibration are
automated and few control points are required. Relative precisions of 1:1000 or better were achieved (i.e., cm-scale
precision over viewing distances of 10 s of meters) using
consumer-grade digital SLR cameras for reconstructions covering scales of order 0.1 m to 1 km. Such precisions are similar
to those theoretically obtainable from traditional stereo photogrammetry. In the free SfM software used, precisions can be
limited by the inherent standard camera model. Expected
precisions should be better in commercial SfM-MVS implementations, which have more flexible camera models (e.g.,
Agisoft Photoscan). Although no control data are required to
derive an initial 3D model, control measurements are necessary to geo-reference the results. To minimize geo-referencing
error, control points should be dispersed and some located near
the boundaries of the area to be reconstructed. If this is not
possible, then relative comparisons between successive models can still be carried out, with mutual model alignment being
refined using areas known not to have changed.
[61] At field sites having spatial scales up to 100 m, SfMMVS provides a convenient technique for frequent acquisition of high-resolution 3D data, from which volumetric or
cross-sectional changes can be visualized and quantified.
Although the SfM-MVS approach cannot reproduce the
precision of state-of-the-art terrestrial laser (TLS) techniques,
where conditions allow a network of image views to be
acquired, it can offer a viable alternative for a fraction of the
instrument cost, bulk and field time. For assessing coastal
erosion along a 50-m-long soft till cliff, SfM-MVS reduced
data collection times by 80% and produced comparable
quality data when compared with a TLS survey. Repeated
SfM-MVS surveys over the period of a year indicated an
average retreat rate of 0.70  0.05 m a1, and enabled the
construction of multiple erosion maps (at a 0.05-m-grid resolution) for assessing the spatiotemporal variability. Semivariogram analysis of these maps allowed erosion correlation
lengths to be determined, which are observed to increase with
increasing magnitude of volume loss. Such a relationship
may reflect variability in slump sizes or the importance of the
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direct removal of material during high tides compared to
dispersed slump events.
[62] We provide instructions for using Bundler Photogrammetry Package, details of alternative software, our
geo-referencing tool and all images and comparison data
presented here, at http://www.lancs.ac.uk/staff/jamesm/
software/sfm_georef.htm.
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